
hyper specialist, hermetic as it sounds. I understood that I want to be alone, that I want to read Schopenhauer, that I am not going to spend my money in artistic productions but rather that I wish
to craft things myself. I was understanding many things up on the cliff but I could not take notes on anything as my hands where freezing trying to burn the remaining of older fires, fires of feasts
from people who have probably secured their living in the residential neighborhood which was expanding like a sea behind the cliff. I understood, or better I have reminded myself that I do not
want to be such kind of owner of worldly securities. I understood that for now I will abstain myself from writing and giving more than I am asked for to these Academics, I will keep my way, off
the limits.

Today I quickly took care of my project (it takes about an hour) and off I went to the frozen lake once again and up the small mountains to make a proper fire and film myself grilling in such a
beautiful wilderness. I was rather early this time so I then started to walk across the forest trying to reach a small mountain I saw from the metro. I ended up walking in quite large residential
areas but also some more isolated parts where I could record my thoughts. At last the landscape got quite upside down with the usual large construction works and I followed a quite boring bike
path. I was really loosing my appetite for any more walking when I was finally rewarded by a most beautiful open view of a lake and the small mountain on the left side. The sun was setting so I
carefully made it across feeling quite a thrill in my heart every time the thick layers of ice below me made such a deep sound as they were going to crack but there was really no worry. In the end
I ended up when the sun was more then sat (it is getting lighter and lighter!) in a place forgotten by God, or better a wonderfully located place but such an awful architecture with such soaring
refugee people living there, what a third world! And what people with basically the main square filled with guys with their noisy car, there ultimate ideal in such conditions... What a drag to have
hosted so many refugees, to have been so intellectually liberal but then to have left them so emancipated, so disconnected, so much without a future, how soaring. I really start to believe that
people are best where they come from and that this kind of exchanges should not be so forced and artificial as the Swedish immigration appears to me... what to say, I am myself a victim of these
politics and as well as the computer age, so immediate to have us to make certain choices which sometime have no return. For now I live the present, an existence that is very reflective of the
surrounding but it is somehow also quite disconnected to it, unable of any direct interaction. 

Sleeping at Liselott's place, August having a fever, I will keep it here until he is well again. It is generally far more organization to think about now that I also have to do grocery for here and
share my provisions but also making sure that they get used in time. I really did not want to prepare anything for the lecture today instead. I was supposed to present a nice text by Kuhn on the
emergence of scientific discoveries. Instead of reading I instead prepared an experiment and had all these scholars surrounding a table divided in Cartesian axes on which I poured lenses. They
were supposed to act like scientists and make some discoveries. From there I had quite a presentation, speaking and at the same time drawing on the white board. It was a blast but I am not
labeled as the creative guy. Later I have reached Jacek in the East Asia museum where he had a nice performance and I met some cool old friends like Nandy and some old Russian students.
Now off from the bathroom floor where I am secretly typing... I have talked way too much today and feel just exhausted!

Still st Liselott's place in the rich North of town, the weather being rather gloomy gain and my son still quite sick. I was spending some time today writing and updating my work but it is rather
inevitable for us to constantly play non-stop. Liselott said that we could have used her car so we did go for some additional grocery and I also bought some wooden planks for my studio. I have
been really skeptical to use any money or invest or anything related to my project though but I guess I ought to be a be more concessive. We later spent the afternoon with the usual wrestling
sections on the big bed and to kill time and boredom, I picked a wood piece from the snow and I showed how to engrave on it with a hot iron. I really had a feeling how nice it would be to have
some sort of a workshop space where to do things, craft and produce other than only look forward to watch TV and play video-games. I really had wish such kind of thing for my kid but the
space problem, particularly in this part of town is terrible and also quite absurd knowing the million of empty square meters out there and knowing how much space August's grandparents own an
hour from here. I really wanted August to grow up there but I guess it is a counter tendency, mine that has to do with feelings for such a space where to build up a family without all the splits of
the city. I am seating in August's room now, the one I have built for him. There are constructions everywhere, hopefully his willing to construct will be facilitated and not downgrades and
stampeded by society, you never know although I really sought for his best in having him to at last have some sort of a root where to grow, a root at the moment I feel lacking.

A quite pleasant day at Liselott's home... I thought at first I was not going to resist but then today I woke really early and it was snowing and August was sleeping peacefully till late and I was
able to do quite much of my own work. Aside from now remixing with songs the cultural productions which most inspires me, I also started looking back at my old photo archive and made a first
remix of my heroic and poetic time with my old buddy Davide... across the universe as the song we heard on a radio when crossing Germany suggested. It is actually quite pleasant to compensate
all that over intellectualism with such visual and rather sentimental stuff and Davide who I have not heard from in ages, really liked it (and knowing his amazing talent I was really happy about
it). I feel rather complete in this respect, much rational and conceptual work which has now allowed me to do really whatever I want and without possibility to get lost, given the frame! I love it!
No anxieties really for now, I just have to let the present be and don't be overrun by  panic, things will work somehow I guess. Up to yesterday evening I felt really down and did really sought for
a total hibernation, thinking of declining all the conferences and opportunities ahead but then now, asking always for some guidance above, it seemed that I did roll a bit ahead. I guess they are
always the others to hinder hope... Liselott last night was just quite sour, now with August we have been alone and we are quite in harmony keeping on feeding our illusions to construct one day
our magic world... we ought to have this hope, he is maybe like me, an ancient spirit!    

A quite pleasant day enjoying the new atmosphere with the new mantel of snow, quite pleasant indeed to wait for the train in the heart of the rich island where Liselott and August lives and to
make it down South, reading Foucalt. On the way I met my supervisor and we started chatting a bit about everything, we can really go on for hours. I then made it quickly to the gym and then to
the Foucalt lecture. It really seems that the more enlighted are the one coming from outside and or belonging to some subculture feeding their passion (thus also taking them outside of the
otherwise hermetic discourse). It was the case of Foucalt being of homosexual, it is probably the case of also myself being a cyborg. I wonder why with all this now very established gender trend
there is not a thing such a cyborg studies, I feel I do belong to this non-represented community of humans extending their practices on to their everyday life. Later on I wrote a text due on
Monday and I almost finish it. I have certainly already things in mind to be said and this will allow me to spend the upcoming days with August who is not going to school yet and will spend the
weekend with me, for the first time in my new location. I feel now I have more things to say for my paper and will spend some more time to write a paragraph or two... once started the passion
doesn't let me! 

A whole Friday with my son. Her mother delivered to me in the morning in the station up north where they live and we have been walking since then, a journey south, through the whole center
getting him once more acquainted with his city and all the various special corners, reminiscing the specialties of other cities like Shanghai or the China town of America or the American cities in
general where we have so much been walking. We were then in various shops like Chinese small gift shops buying the candies we used to buy back in Shanghai or the special tea with black
pearls inside he so much likes (other than here it coasts four times as much). We then crossed to the southern and more hippy part of town to eat in a Moroccan pizza place where I used to take
him after swimming in the old days but that has been sold and we ended up in other Arabic run Italian restaurant with a very heavy and expensive pizza. Nonetheless we were full and could make
it to the train station and from there down to this Southern town where again we went for some strolling and improvising... All this psycho-geography is in fact an art. I have been trying to be
careful not to exaggerate, to let him walk at his pace without any imposition. This as I felt rather a violence to follow the will of other persons particularly when they are in their captivated
environment, like following  with the cross country skies in Asiago and following Jacek to the monastery in Krakow this winter, nice experiences but my knee was hurting and this
guys could not see but their goals. I was really really careful then to play out the role of the Julius Caesar with his exhausted troops always on the verge to abandon him. My Octavian August
now is just doing fine, bathing in the warm tab and ready to spend the night here with me in this apartment for the first time after being so used to sleep always on his mother side, fulfilling his
Oedipus complex with his father now playing the role of a monk!   

Today was quite a heavy day with August insisting to go home to his mom and his mom not really clear about any picking up time. We ended up in the center of Stockholm waiting a whole day
for her, mostly at playgrounds and at the library. August didn't even want to eat here at my place so it is always two three per cent of my salary to have him to eat in this expensive country and
the quality (measurable in poetic value) really low (mostly chains of restaurant with the objective of making money and very reluctant to put any individual passion). It is certainly not like in
Krakow or many other less developed in civilized places where we have been living. I really felt quite anxious from the fact that even today I could not really get any work doing, with all the
desire I have had in the last days of keeping up with my videos, my writings and in general with my project, my life commitment which paradoxically come less facing the willing of others.
Now, okay, I can certainly subdue my willing to let that of others prevail, but when it comes to go to fast food and to the cinema to watch a fast film, it is all very depressing to me who is
investing so much in cultivating something good and genuine and with a certain formative quality. I am rather set back also by the fact that Liselott and I do not utter a word to each other and yet
she wanna keep being married as a Germanic lady not used to be dumped (at least this according to Tacitus). I wanna keep up my intimate cultivation, I feel good about it and feel the many other
external factors such as waiting for Liselott to finish shopping and being forced in a café or something, really weaken and pervert me, at least if I have to compare this weekend to the last, a great
exploration, something a feeling that I guess I did communicate to August but he will only be able to appreciate it when he matures... as for now he is going deep in the cave of idolatrous
simulacrum and there is nothing I can do.

A rather plain Sunday, gray, cold, snowy yet still good intentions of getting things done as so many hours were spent updating my project properly and the off to work going over all the readings
I have done recently and rewrite all that I had selected. Now I am really up to date. Later I finished to write an assignment paper (it is always a big question mark how professors will receive,
particularly when they expect strict analyses). After some searching of the web saving images for my videos, I wanted to go home but feared to have so many hours in front of me before evening.
I had been invited to a performance by Ivan the Colombian, so I went back to the center of town, just where I was yesterday with August at the observatory and mingled a bit particularly with
Erik, an old colleague who turned from engineering to art (downgrading to student) and the most entertaining an nice friend from Uppsala, my old neighbour Girilal. He was quite sad that
Liselott and I are now separated, I hope I will have the chance to meet more of him though. We ate a bit of a falafel together and now I am heading home, waiting in the cold of the platform for
my train.

Home after a day at school, home in my little room, alone after much psychoanalytic discussions and I have to say that I am loving it. It really felt the psychoanalysis is there to interpret the
ultimate drive, the drive to self-destruction for a necessary reincarnation... wow, how intriguing particularly in my case, with my difficult background and my current experience of suspension
where my only drive is really and finally the final construction of my subjectivity, a planned death. Difficult to get out from Freud and Zizek (don't know much about Lacan still)... Anyhow, after
updating and rendering this morning, I went quickly to the gym and then to the seminar. There are many of us, all very promising and intelligent people, some very young and to be honest I did
experience some libido at least for two of the girls (the rest of them being lesbians or taken). It is a transitory symptom which I don't let myself be caught into, just like an Ulysses tight at the pole
of his boat listening to the mermaids. I like the innocent and child like feeling of it and, after my wedding experience, I would certainly dislike any of the latter establishment into a relation...
simplicity and softness if it ever come again. For now Zizek gives me a bit of stimuluses as I think his lesson can be reduce to, one ought to try in order to accomplish his ideology and we cannot
make any revolution without a revolution. Many readings ahead but I have to say that I like it, I have conformed to my role and I enjoy fulfilling diligently my duty. I guess I have always
disrespected anything I did not find relevant like my previous duties, but now there is allot of depth and content to be worked on. I am already laying out a dissertation plan for April... just in case
I don't loose sight of what I am learning and getting inspired from. On the way home I met Massimo, an old Italian mathematician friend I haven't met in ages. I guess he is a friend since he
really esteemed my work after seeing my Uppsala exhibition and really like his charming company, a brilliant guy and he works next door. For now, any other attempt to do exhibitions and so
forth are all in vain, as it is an outer force to have secure me now in this all new role of philosophizing and this is what I will pursue without forcing any other directions. 

A rather plain day, waking up after a bit of a troubled night of sleep Lamin coming back now quite late at night despite the fact that I asked him not to. I guess he has his passion, his Gambian
cousin lovers, while I have my art projects. Aside for that he seems super respectful and the apartment is silent like a tomb, the way I want. After updating my project, I also got into editing more
videos for my meta-project. Here I do make some noise, applying a soundtrack to the various cultural productions and historical memoirs I re-examine (basically browsing the public archive of
the web and my private one). I got rather frustrated getting quite many defects in the final results. Luckily I did insist and finally obtained a rather fair perfection which will allow me to get in a
rather immediate production without further frustrations. I then went to work and got rather speedy in solving various issues and answering various mails but also downloading more soundtracks
for my videos. After which I attended a mandatory seminar which sounded rather sexy, dealing with videos of protests. The young researcher also showed herself as rather progressive in this
respect but it all ended up in providing a strict academic framework where every sentence was followed by a reference and no exposure whatsoever to any conclusion... how dreadful! And how
dreadful on the other side this Foucalt guy who we had to read which on the other side has the liberty to be non-referential but puts up such arguments like the "obvious" disappearance of the
genius, of the author, but I have a sense it all as to do with his impossibility of proliferating himself, in his contagious homosexual being. How many monsters I have to face in this over
progressed country Feminist and homosexual theories and all many other hinders to the core of our human existence today in which technology is driving where it is driving, in an accelerated
fury. All these marginal nuances, this thick layer of fog of these intellectuals, frustrated and self sterilized (yet not really stopping to keep enjoying the fuck in the wrong hole, a hole that will lead
to no actual conception as it feels reading Foucalt while what an enjoyment to read Zizek). Luckily,  to save the Academic grayness of the day, Goralski invited me today to do a masked
performance with him and a bunch of others cool emancipated artists in two art fairs occurring in town this weekend. I then went over to his crazy apartment, filled with junk to the celling, worth
a chapter of a Russian novel in which the novelist visits a farmstead. Among his junk he selected an old Polish gas-mask and an old Swedish phone with which I will build my own mask. I hope
then for some actual life now that I m currently experiencing this period of Academic hibernation. I am now in Liselott's place looking after August who finally had encountered after many
months is buddy from Estonian. It is kind of cool with these hybrids people, they seem really like the saviors of the otherwise monotonous purity which politicians so much artificially induce.    

A dreamless night on my ex wife's sofa. We barely talk and yet things rolls on and we smoothly schedule how to take care of our son. I brought him to school today, we walk and as I have
always being doing, in such short journey I always do my part of the teaching, telling him something quite interesting about life or nature. I was then in his bedroom again, updating my project,
answering e-mails but also dedicating quite much time to my video editing of a wonderful Jesuit painter active in ancient China. I thereafter read a whole article inspired by another Jesuit,
Micheal de Certeau, which I will certainly pick up again in relation to everyday practices. In the end I walked to the supermarket recording my thoughts and gaining a bit of sanity (after so much
cultural consumption one really needs breaks). I am afraid that, as a Franciscan priest told me once in America, culture is good but spirituality is something else, other. Yet I will have to suspend
my quest to it for sometime, in this vortex... I even made it to a performance festival with Goralski and some nice artist friends. It felt good to be among those bright personalities and particularly
also meet up with some other artists good friends like Romanovski and Cleason. Charlotte, an artists I was happened to French kiss (a single occurrence without repercussions) was also there
with some Macedonian friends... and Marianna from Mexico too, yet I don't boost anything. The performances where about being an immigrant in Sweden, very pedagogic and tedious most of
them but one girl from Lapland, Sofia, who displayed great courage and determination, breaking glasses and doing quite hardcore stuff, really impressive. Sunday I will perform with Goralski
and a Swed Finn cool guy, a carnival, going with our masks in official art fairs... Experiences to come!

The sole and true enjoyment of life is to see things growing, things we take care with our hand, like my project, like my son, like the garden I once had. What kills this pure joy is the growing of
things surrounding us which we cannot take care of, the source of power ambitions to which I am so reluctant. Today I fell rather down after once again a very scholastic seminar, opening up
other people's work, analyzing. The totally lifeless teacher assures us that it is the way for us to master the art of writing but I keep on thinking that something is truly missing, there is no
transmission of passion, no circulation, everyone barricaded behind their written texts... I am highly skeptical but will go through it. For now I have got a ticket and filled up all the visa
applications to be in Boston for two weeks during the spring. There will be a small conference at the Mit, with my old colleagues. I will stay at Panagiotis, based there but then do a bit of
traveling to New York and possibly even to visit  in Montreal, but I don't know. I will certainly have to spend time with  in Vicenza, maybe Easter, but Liselott seems rather
slow in providing me any dates. Well, at least some traveling ahead, this lack of sun in the weather and in the people can be a bit too much at times.

A day hard working, first on my project and then on the outline of my upcoming years of research. I was crazy enough to design six (numbers are really important!) case-studies in the six
continents alternating the making and the reading of life-logs. I really have designed all other chapters specifying even lists of whom I will relate to and the artists I will talk about, all using a
quite numeric format... I might be killed by my supervisor, who knows. I later downloaded more videos for my meta projects showing various techniques and spent quite some time to find raw
footages as all videos are mostly manipulated and with music, very, very little is raw. I was going home but then Ludmilla, a Russian little girl who seems to have a bit of crash on me, invited me
out with the other PhD students from the University, all foreign, really a cool gang, particularly Marcus, a German guy with allot of good sense of humor. We had quite allot of fun but now I am
heading home!

I feel like I know live the Charlie Chaplin life, a mix of both the Pierrot character in his films and the social fellow of his autobiography, a book that perhaps quite affected me as it really
accompanied my separation with Liselott. Now it is all this going to art events and meeting Sofia, Iveta, Charlotte and lastly Cristina a German American curator. The life of the bachelor than
once again, yet a bachelor really in his film making and intensive art making, just flirting wih flirting and not really getting anywhere. After a morning editing my work, off I went to university
beating the hell out of the boxing pillow and training and showering. I then went first to a nice theater of the oppressed workshop from a Macedonian couple, really good stuff which I intend to
use with my upcoming class, combining theater and theory. I then went over to Mikael Lundberg exhibition, my old artist friend who just got out of cancer and so much now focus on his self




